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First it is shown in an abstract framework that supersymmetric quantum theory 
may give rise to very singular perturbations, which make perturbation theories 
invalid. Then, the abstract results are applied to a model of l-dimensional super- 
symmetric quantum mechanics (Witten’s model) to obtain some families of singular 
Hamiltonians. Some concrete examples, which reveal their singularness, are 
discussed in detail. Q 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider supersymmetric quantum theory (SSQT) 
[14-161 in view of perturbation theory. We shall first show in an abstract 
setting that SSQT may give rise to very singular perturbations, which make 
perturbation theories invalid, and then that there exists actually some 
families of singular quantum mechanical Hamiltonians associated with 
SSQT. 
As for singular perturbations, there have so far been several studies [2-7 
and 121. Singular perturbations we consider here, however, are different from 
them; for example, the ground state energy is unstable under the perturbation 
(see Definition 2.4). 
In order to make this note mathematically self-contained, we start with an 
abstract definition of SSQT in Section II and give some elementary, but 
fundamental results, which are essentially contained in [ 14-161. Then, after 
defining a class of singular perturbation, we proceed to investigate pertur- 
bation theoretical aspects of SSQT and show that SSQT may give rise to 
singular perturbations, where relations to spontaneous breaking of supersym- 
metry are discussed. In Section III, by applying results in Section II to 
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SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS 319 
Witten’s model, we obtain some families of singular quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonians. Section IV is devoted to discussions of some concrete 
examples. We note here that the examples in [5] naturally appear associating 
with some of our examples and hence that they may be better understood 
from our point of view of singular perturbation. 
II. SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM THEORY AND 
PERTURBATION THEORY 
In this section we first describe an abstract theory of SSQT in a more 
mathematical fashion than those in [14-161 and then consider perturbation 
theoretical aspects of it. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let N be a fixed positive integer. An SSQT with N- 
supersymmetry is a quadruple {R, {Qi}yz i, H, NF} consisting of a Hilbert 
space 3, a set of self-adjoint operators { Q,}y= , , self-adjoint operators H and 
NF, which has the following properties: 
(a) R is decomposed into two mutually orthogonal subspaces G’P’+ 
and G?-, 
*z=z+ @A--. 
(b)- H= Qi’, i= I,..., N. 
(c) For allfin R*, 
NJ= ti 
Cd) NF: D(Qi> -+ D(Qi> 
and 
NFQi + QiA’F = 0, i = I,..., N, 
on D(Qi)* 
(e) There is a common core D for Qi, i = l,..., N, such that 
Qi:D+D 
QiQj + QjQi=O, i#j;i,j= l,..., N, 
on D. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Remark. In physics literatures (e.g., [ 15, 16]), elements in Z+ (resp. 
R-) are called bosonic (resp. fermionic) states; the operators {Q,}y=, , H, 
and NF are called the supersymmetry operators or super-charges, the super- 
symmetric Hamiltonian, and the fermion number operator, respectively. 
One can easilly deduce the following facts from the above definition: 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. (a) Q,:D(Q,)nZ* +Z’, i= l,..., N. 
(b) NF: II + D(Qy), n = 1, 2 ,...; i = l,..., N; and 
NFQ; + (-l)“-’ Q;N,=O, i = l,..., N, 
on D(Qy). In particular, 
NF : D(H) -+ D(H) 
and 
N,H-HN,=O 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
on D(H). 
(c) R* reduce H. 
ProoJ (a) This follows easily from (2.2~(2.4). 
(b) We prove by induction with respect o n. The case n = 1 is just 
(2.3) and (2.4). Suppose that the statement holds up to n and let f be in 
D(Ql+ ‘). Then, Qif is in D(Ql) and hence, by the hypothesis of induction, 
we have NFQifE D(Ql) and 
NFQ;+‘f+ (-l)“-‘Q;N,QJ=O, 
which, together with (2.4), implies that the statement with n + 1 holds. 
(c) Let Pf and P- be the orthogonal projection onto R+ and G?, 
respectively. Then, we have 
and hence 
NF=P+ -P- (2.8) 
P* = {(l f NF). (2.9) 
Therefore it follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that P*: D(H)+ D(H) and 
P*H-HPi =0 
on D(H). Thus Xf reduce H. 
By Proposition 2.2(c) we can write H as 
H=H+@H-, (2.10) 
where H+ and H- are the reductions of H to 3’ and &“-, respectively. 
We next analyze spectral properties of H. We shall denote the spectrum 
and the point spectrum of an operator A by o(A) and a,,(A), respectively. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) o(H) = a(H+) U o(H-) c [0, co), GJH) = 
u,(H+) u u,(H-). 
(b) q,W)\Pl = qAH+ )\I01 = ~,(H->\IOl~ 
(4 Let ~pW)\Pl = lEnh>l and Z,’ be the eigenspaces of H* 
corresponding to the eigenvalue E,(>O). Then, 
dim 3, = dim Z’; , n = 1, 2,... (2.11) 
Proof (a) Clear. 
(b) Let E be in u,(H’)\{O} and fER+ be an eigenvector 
corresponding to it: H’f = Ef: Operating Qi to both sides and using (2.4) 
(2.8), and (2.9), we get H-QJ = EQJ Since E > 0 and ]] QJ]]’ = E]]f]]‘, we 
have Qif# 0. Hence E is an eigenvalue of Hp. Thus we obtain 
u,(H’)\{O} c u,(H-)\{O}. Similarly we can prove the opposite relation. 
Therefore we get the desired result. 
(c) Let 
CT-,’ = {f,f I k = I,..., M, }, 
where dim Z,’ = M, . Then, it is easy to see that, for any fixed i, Q,fi 
(#O), k = l,..., M,, are in R’; (see the proof of (b)) and linearly 
independent. Hence we have M, < M-. Similarly we get M- GM+ . Thus 
(2.11) follows. 
Remarks. 
satisfied. 
(1) For zero eigenvalues of H*, (2.11) is not always 
(2) For our considerations below, property (b) in the above 
proposition is essential. 
We now proceed to investigate perturbation theoretical aspects of SSQT. 
We first define a class of singular perturbation: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let {Ag}OGgcgO (g, > 0: fixed) be a family of self- 
adjoint operators bounded from below and A, converges to A,, in the strong 
resoivent sense as g 1 0. Suppose that E, E inf u(A,) is an eigenvalue of A, 
for each g E [O,g,]. We say that {Ag}O~g~go is a singular family (or singular 
simply) if there are no sequences { g,} c (0, g,] such that g, 1 0 as n --t 00 
and lim,, co E,” = E,. 
Let {R, { Qi( g)}y=, , H,, NF} be a family of SSQT with g E [0, g,] being a 
parameter. We set I = (0, g,]. Let 
where O<E,++(g)<E,,+(g)< . . . . O<E,,,-(g)<E,,-(g) . . . . We have the 
following classification for the singular perturbation associated with SSQT: 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that H, converges to H,, in the strong 
resolvent sense as g 1 0. Then, {Hl } is singular if one of the following 
conditions (a)-(c) is satisfied: 
(a) E,,,(O) > 0, E,,,+(g) = 0, and K,_(g) > 0, gE Z. 
(b) E,,+(O)>O,E,,_(O)=O,andE,,,(g)>O,gEZ.Znthiscase,for 
every sequence { g,} c Z satisfying g, 1 0 as n + co, there exists a subse- 
quence {h,} c { g,} such that 
lim E,, + (h,) = 0. 
n-m 
(2.12) 
(cl E,,+(O)>O, E,,_(O)=E,.+(g)=O, and E,,_(g)>& gEZ. Zn 
this case, for every sequence {g,} c Z satisfying g, 10 as n + co, there exists 
a subsequence (h, } c { g, } such that 
lim E,, + (h,) = 0. 
“-+a? 
(2.13) 
Proofl (a) Clear. 
(b) In this case we have by Proposition 2.3(b), 
Eo.+W =Eo,-W~ g E I. (2.14) 
Let { g, } c Z be as above. Since H; converges to H; in the strong resolvent 
sense as g 1 0, it follows from a general theorem (e.g., [8, Theorem VIII.241) 
that there exists a subsequence {h,} c {g,} and E_(h,) E u(Hh,) such that 
,llc E_(h,) = E,,_(O) (=O). 
Noting that E_(h,) &E,,_(h,) and (2.14), we get (2.12), which implies that 
{H: } is singular. 
(c) It is clear that {H: } is singular. We have by Proposition 2.3(b), 
E,,+(g) =6,,-(g), g E I. 
In the same way as in (b) we have 
lim E,,_(h,) = 0. 
II’m 
Hence we get (2.13). 
Remarks. (1) By symmetry, Proposition 2.5 with exchange + ++ - 
also holds. 
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(2) Let H be a supersymmetric Hamiltonian. Then, it is said that 
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken if and only if Ker H = (0) [ 14-161. 
In terms of spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry, conditions (a)-(c) in 
the above proposition are rephrased physically as follows: In condition (a) 
the supersymmetry of the unperturbed system is spontaneously broken, while 
that of the perturbed one is unbroken with bosonic (and possibly fermionic) 
zero-energy states. Condition (b) is contrary to condition (a), but the zero- 
energy states of the unperturbed system consist of only fermionic ones. In 
condition (c), the supersymmetry of both systems is unbroken. However, the 
kind of zero-energy states varies under perturbation. 
It is natural to ask what if the supersymmetry of both systems is broken. 
For this case we shall give an example in which singular perturbation occurs 
(see Example 4 in Section IV). 
(3) Let 
6(g)~E,,+(g)-E,,+(g). (2.15) 
Then, in case (c) in the above proposition, we have 
inf 6(g) = 0. 
REI 
This would be interesting to note. In Section IV we shall give a concrete 
example in which this phenomenon actually occurs. 
III. PERTURBATION THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF 
WITTEN'S MODEL 
We first review some general results of Witten’s model of supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics [ 14-161 in a mathematical manner and then analyze its 
perturbation theoretical aspects. Let 
where 
2-L2(91,dx; @)=2@f @oft-, (3.1) 
and let W be a real P-function on 3. We define operators 
Q, = S, P + S, W, (3.4) 
Q,=~,P--S,W (3.5) 
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acting in Z, where p = - id/dx and Si, i = 1, 2, are 2 X 2 matrices (Pauli 
matrices) given by 
(3.6) 
By a general theorem (e.g., [l]), Q, and Qr are essentially self-adjoint on 
D = (C~(%))‘. (3.7) 
It is easy to see that Qi: D + D and 
Q,Q,+Q,Q,=O on D. (3.8) 
Let 
H=Q;=Q;. (3.9) 
Then, H is also essentially self-adjoint on D, since every power of Qi is 
essentially self-adjoint on D [ 11. Explicitly, H is given by 
H=p=+S,W’+ W=, (3.10) 
where 
s, = 1 0 
i 1 0 -1 + 
(3.11) 
Let 
NF=S3. (3.12) 
Then, it is easy to see that {Q,, Q,, NF} satisfies properties (c) and (d) in 
Definition 2.1. Thus, the quadruple {R, {Q,, Q2}, H, NF} defined by 
(3.1~(3.6) and (3.9)-(3.12) is an SSQT with N = 2 supersymmetry, which 
is called Witten’s model [ 14-161. We have clearly 
H* =p= f W’ + W=. (3.13) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E,,, = inf a(H* ). Suppose that W2 f W’ are 
bounded from below. Let 
s(x) = Ix 4 W(Y) + c, 
0 
where c is a fixed constant. Then 
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(a) If exp S (resp. exp(-S)) is in L*(%, dx), then E,,, (resp. E,,J is 
a simple eigenvalue of H+ (resp. H-) with E,,, (resp. E,,J = 0 and the 
ground state is given (up to scalar multiples) by 
es/II es II2 (rev. e-V e-sl12>. 
In addition, tfE,,- (resp. E,,,) is an eigenvalue of H- (resp. HC), then it is 
strictly positive, simple and the corresponding eigenfunction (the ground 
state) can be chosen to be strictly positive. 
(b) If exp S and exp(-S) are not in L*(%,a!x) and E,,, (resp. E,._) 
is an eigenvalue of H+ (resp. H-), then E,,, (resp. E,, _ ) is strictly positive, 
simple and the corresponding eigenfunction can be chosen to be strictly 
positive. 
Proof See [ 14-16; 10, Theorem X111.481. 
We now consider the perturbation problem. Let 
w= u+gv, (3.14) 
where U and V are Cm-functions on 9I and g is a nonnegative parameter. 
Then, the corresponding supersymmetric Hamiltonian is given by 
H, = H,, + g(S, V’ + 2UV) + g*V*, (3.15) 
where 
H, =p* + S, U’ + U’. (3.16) 
LEMMA 3.2. H, converges to H, in the strong resolvent sense as g 1 0. 
Proof. It is clear that, for all f in D, Hgf converges to HJ strongly as 
g 1 0. Since D is a common core fore (H,},>,,, the assertion follows from a 
standard theorem [8, Theorem VIII.251. 
From now on, we assume for simplicity that 
,Jimm [U(x)1 = 00, . - u(x) = 0 ,!,I% V(x) ’ 
(3.17) -9 
One can easily see that, under this assumption, the potential part H, -p* of 
H, tends to infinity as Jx] --+ co, so that H, has a purely discrete spectrum 
(e.g., [ 10, Theorem X111.671) 
where 
4H:) = {E,,,(g)l%,, (3.18) 
Oreo,+ <E,,+(g) < . . . . O<&,-(g) < E,,-(g) < . ..a 
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We remark that E,,,(g) are simple and that the corresponding eigen- 
functions (i.e., the ground states) can be chosen to be strictly positive (see 
[ 10, Theorem X111.471). 
For functions f on 9I, we define 
(3.19) 
where 
E(X)= 1, x > 0, 
= -1, x < 0, 
= 0, x = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let {H,},>O be given by (3.15) and (3.16). Then, 
v: Jg>ll is singular tf one of the following conditions (a)-(c) is satisfied: 
(a) U, = 1 or -1 and V, = T 1. In this case, we have E,,+(O) > 0 
andE,,+(g)=Oforallg>O. 
(b) U, = fl and V, = 1 or -1. In this case, we haveE,,+(g) > Ofor 
all g 2 0 and, for every sequence {g, > 0} satisfying g,, 10 as n -+ CD, there 
exists a subsequence {h,} c {g,} such that 
lim E,, +(h,) = 0. 
n-+m 
(c) U, = f 1 and V, = ‘f 1. In this case, we have E,,+(O) > 0 and 
E,,+(g) = 0 for all g > 0. Further, for every sequence { g, > 0) satisfying 
g, 10 as n -+ co, there exists a subsequence {h,} c { g,} such that 
lim E,,+(h,) = 0. 
n+oo 
Proof. This follows from a combination of Propositions 2.5 and 3.1. 
Remark. Let {Hi},,, be singular. Then, the Rayleigh-Schrodinger 
series associated with E,,+(g), if it exists, cannot be asymptotic to E,,+(g) 
and hence the perturbation theory breaks down. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let {Hl},>, be singular and 0.J > 0 be the 
(normalized) ground state of H,’ . Suppose that (V’ + 2UV) Q$ and V2fiz 
are in L2(%, dx). Then, there exists a sequence {g, > 0) such that g, 1 0 as 
n-+ co and 
w-lima+ =0 
n-tao g” ’ 
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where w-lim denotes the weak limit in L*(!I, dx). In particular, if w- 
lim,l,, L2: E o,, exists, then o0 = 0. 
Proo$ By the weak compactness of the unit ball in the Hilbert space, we 
can take a sequence {g, > 0} such that g, 10 as n + co and 
exists. Since Q: > 0, we have f,(x) > 0 a.e. x E !R Suppose that f, # 0. 
Then, we have 
lim (fi,‘,, 0,‘) = (f,, a,+) > 0. 
n-r’x 
On the other hand, we have 
Hence we get 
limn.+m Eo,+(&) =Eo,+P). 
But this is a contradiction. Thus we must havef, = 0. 
This result shows that, if {H:},>, is singular, then the perturbation theory 
for the ground state also breaks down. 
IV. SOME CONCRETE EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. We take 
U(x) = x2, V(x) = -x3, 
so that the Hamiltonian H,’ is given by 
H; =p2 + 2x + x4 - 3gx2 - 2gx’ + g2xh. 
The functions U and V satisfy condition (a) in Proposition 3.3 and hence 
vc lea is singular with E,,+(O) > 0 and E,,+(g) = 0 for all g > 0. It is 
straightforward to see 
580/60/3-8 
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with 
.:,,=ex,(~x~-~x~)/(~dxexp(fx’-~x4))’~2, g>o. 
Further, this model has the following properties: 
(a) w-lim,l 0 L2: = 0. 
(b) For every uniformly bounded continuous functionfon 9I such that 
f(+co) E lim,, + ,f(x) exists, we have 
(c) lim,I,(C?:, x’Di> = $03, II = 1, 2 ,.... 
Since the proof is straightforward, we omit it. These properties also reveal 
the singularness of the perturbation. 
EXAMPLE 2. We take 
U(x) = x, V(x) =x2. 
Then the Hamiltonian Hi is given by 
Hg’ =p2 + x2 + 1 + 2gx + 2gx3 + gZx4. 
The functions U and V satisfy condition (b) in Proposition 3.3 and hence 
w: Igal is singular with E,,+(g) > 0 for all g > 0. 
We note that another Hamiltonian 
H; =p* + x2 - 1 - 2gx + 2gx3 + g2x4 
is just one of the Hamiltonians analyzed by Herbst and Simon [5] (i.e., H”’ 
in their notation). They showed 
E,,-(g) < a ew(-fv-2)y O<g~g, 
with positive constants a and b, where g, > 0 is a sufficiently small fixed 
number. Since we have E,,+(g) = E,,-(g) for all g > 0 in the present case, 
we get the same estimate for E,,+(g) as that for E,,-(g). (This can be also 
directly proved in the same manner as in [5].) In particular, we have 
This result may be understood intuitively as follows: the potential V, of H,’ 
has two minima; one is near x = - g- ‘, where V,(x) - - 1, and the other is 
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near x = 0, where V,(x) N 1 (g 1 0). Thus, quantum mechanically, low 
energy states may be more stable near x = -g-l than near x = 0. It may be 
regarded as a kind of “tunneling effect.” 
EXAMPLE 3. We take 
U(x) = x, V(x) = -x2-l, n = 2, 3,... ,
which satisfy condition (c) in Proposition 3.3. Therefore the family of self- 
adjoint operators {Hl},>,, given by 
H,’ =p2 + x2 + 1 - g(2n - 1) x*~-* - 2gxZn + g*x*(*“-” 
is singular with E,,, (0) = 2 and E,,+(g) = 0 for all g > 0. It follows from 
Proposition 3.1 (a) or direct computations that the function 
exp(( l/2) x2 - (g/2n) xzn) 
Q,‘(x) = (J” dx exp(x* - (g/n) xZn))“* 
is the ground state of H,’ . As in Example 1, we can prove 
(a> w-lim, I 0 ‘Rg’ = 0. 
(b) For every uniformly bounded continuous functionfon 31 such that 
f(k co) E lim,, *J(x) exist, we have 
(cl 
$yq 3 xY$+) = +a, m even, 
= 0, m odd. 
We omit the proof. 
Remark. If we consider the family {Hi Jg<,, (g: negative!) and denote 
the ground state energy by e,,+(g) > 0, then the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series 
associated with e,,+(g) is asymptotic to e,++(g) as g T 0; in particular, we 
have 
!E eo,+W =&,+(W=2). 
This follows from a standard argument (e.g., [ 10, 11, and 13]), since Hl 
with g < 0 is a single-welled anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. Thus, if we 
consider the family {Hg+}gG91r the ground state energy is not continuous at 
g = 0. 
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We note also that H,’ - 2 with g < 0 and n = 2 is just another 
Hamiltonian in [5], i.e., H’*’ in their notation. 
In this example we can estimate the gap 6(g) between the ground state 
and the first excited state energies (see (2.15)), 
0 < 6(g) < cg-l’(“-1) exp[-(1 --l-) g-‘i(“‘)], 0 <g<g,, (4.1) 
with a positive constant c, where g, > 0 is a sufficiently small fixed number. 
In particular, we have 
l$cqg)=O. 
Proof: In this example we have 
J%+(g) =&J-w (4.2) 
for all g > 0, where E,,-(g) is the ground state energy of the Hamiltonian 
H; =p2 + x2 - 1 + g(2n - 1) xZn-* - 2gx2n + g2x2(*‘-‘). 
Hence we need only to estimate E,,_(g). This can be done in the same way 
as in [5]. Let 
#,(x)=exp[-fX2+-&xin+f(l-f) c(g)‘], 
where 
Then, we have 
$,(*cW) = 1, !qfC( g> = 09 
Hi 4,(x) = 0, x E 3. 
We take a C,“-function x such that x(O) = 1 and x’(O) = 0 and define the 
function 
f,(x) = 9&h 1x1 Gc(g), 
x(x - 4 g>h x>,c(g), 
x(x + 4 g)>, x<-c(g). 
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Then, it is easy to show that 
(f,, HgfJ < cona. c(g)‘, 
(f,,fJ > cona. exp [(l-i) C(P)‘] 
for all sufficiently small g > 0. Therefore, by variational principle, we obtain 
E (g) < (” Hi’) < const c(g)’ exp o.- -.. 
(&&> ’ . 
which, together with (4.2), gives (4.1). 
EXAMPE 4. Finally we give an example in which the supersymmetry of 
both perturbed and unperturbed systems is broken and the perturbation is 
singular. For that purpose we consider the case 
U(x) =x2, V(x) = -x4, 
which gives the Hamiltonians 
HR’ =p2 f 2x + x4 T 4gx3 - 2gx6 + g2x? 
By Proposition 3.1(b) we have E,,,(g) > 0 for all g > 0. We shall prove 
E,,+(g) ,< cge2 exp(-f$ g-3’2) (4.3) 
for all sufftciently small g > 0 with a constant c > 0. Hence, we have 
Thus W,t Jg>o is singular. Since E,,_(g) = E,,+(g) for all g > 0, it follows 
also that {H;},,, is singular. 
Proof of (4.3). This is similar to the proof of (4.1). The function 
1 g 2 5x3 -3x5 + xg -3/2 
satisfies 
l&(-g-“*) = 1, i&-g- 1’2) = 0, 
ff; v,(x) = 0, XE 93. 
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We take a CF-function x such that x(O) = 1 and x’(0) = 0 and define 
S,(x) = v,(x)7 x 2 - g- 1’2, 
=x(x+$p2), x < -g-‘/Z. 
Then, in the same manner as in the proof of (4.1), one can easily derive 
(4.3). 
V. CONCLUSION 
We have seen that very singular perturbations may occur associating with 
SSQT and actually obtained some families of l-dimensional singular 
quantum mechanical Hamiltonians, some concrete examples of which were 
discussed in detail. Those results suggest hat one must be careful in using 
perturbation theories in SSQT. 
An interesting next problem would be to analyze rigorously models in 
sypersymmetric quantum field theory (SSQFT) from our point of view. We 
conjecture that singular perturbations occur also in models in SSQFT, 
because the abstract results we obtained in the present paper apply also to 
SSQFT. 
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